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Drivalia extends its CarCloud Pro subscription offering in France 
to commercial vehicles for professionals  

  
Lyon, 8 June 2023 
 
Drivalia, the mobility company of CA Auto Bank group, expands its flexible subscription options for professionals 
by introducing new commercial vehicles. The CarCloud Pro subscription now offers all-inclusive, no time 
constraints or penalties rentals of commercial vehicles ranging from 3 to 20 cubic meters with tailgates. This 
offering caters to the needs of artisans, traders, self-employed individuals, and salespeople, providing them with 
budget-friendly and customized commercial vehicle solutions. This on-demand rental service is highly valued by 
companies, as it allows professionals to access vehicles based on their specific business activities. 
 

 
 
 
Drivalia's offering includes 5 with no time constraints or penalties:  

• CarCloud 3m3: to use a van, such as Renault Kangoo or equivalent, for €569 per month 

• CarCloud 6m3: to travel in a fully equipped and recent van, such as Peugeot Expert, for €659 per month 

• CarCloud 12m3: to drive a 12m3 van, such as a Renault Master, for €909 per month 

• CarCloud 16m3: to utilize an extended van equivalent to a Citroën Jumper, for €1,099 per month 

• CarCloud 20m3 with tailgate: to travel behind the wheel of a commercial vehicle, such as a Renault Master, 
for €1,149 per month 

 



 
 
Drivalia provides flexibility in all subscriptions, allowing client companies to pause and resume their subscriptions 
based on their professional activity calendar, thereby optimizing their budget. Thus, Drivalia offers the possibility 
to use one's subscription as needed.  
Drivalia's extensive network enables companies to conveniently collect commercial vehicles from any Drivalia 
Mobility Store in France within a maximum of 72 hours.  
 
In addition, CarCloud Pro provides numerous benefits and services over a traditional long-term professional rental:  

⮚ No restrictions, as customers can terminate their contract from the end of the first month 

⮚ All-risk insurance included in the monthly fee 

⮚ 24/7 assistance included in the subscription 

⮚ Vehicle maintenance is paid for by Drivalia. No registration or inspection fees  

⮚ No monetary contribution, only a €199 annual registration fee 

⮚ Monthly fee includes 1,500 kilometers 
 
Subscriptions can be customized to include additional services, which can be renewed or cancelled monthly, such 
as an additional driver and premium insurance coverage. 
 
 
 
CA Auto Bank S.p.A. 

CA Auto Bank is a universal bank, wholly owned by Crédit Agricole Consumer Finance, which operates as an independent and multi-brand player in the vehicle 

financing and leasing and in the mobility sector. CA Auto Bank provides a complete range of credit and rental solutions and insurance services. Loan, lease 

and rental and mobility financing products provided by CA Auto Bank are specifically designed for the sale networks, for private customers and corporate 

fleets. CA Auto Bank has a presence in 17 European countries (Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Norway, 

Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom) and in Morocco, directly or through branches, with a total of over 1,900 

employees.   

Through Drivalia, CA Auto Bank’s rental and mobility company, the Bank provides a full range of mobility solutions, from electric car sharing to innovative car 

subscriptions and rental for all durations. Drivalia deals with mobility in all its facets, providing innovative mobility plans that combine flexibility, digital use, 

on-demand approach and sustainability. In June 2019, the company launched the Mobility Stores, physical outlets where customers can access all of the 

company’s mobility services.  With the opening of the first totally electrified Mobility Store in Torino Caselle airport in 2020, followed by many others, Drivalia 

has become a key operator also in sustainable mobility. In fact, thanks to the over 1,600 charging stations installed in all the Stores, Drivalia has Italy’s largest 

private electrified network. In 2023, the electrification project will continue also in the European countries in which Drivalia operates. 

 

 

For more information: 

www.ca-autobank.com  

www.drivalia.com  

 
 

http://www.ca-autobank.com/
http://www.drivalia.com/
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